
Beth Wilson’s TA I: Unit 2 Effective Teacher: Communication Skills: October 18-22, 2021

Monday Tuesday Wed. Thursday Friday

Objectives Unit 2:
2.  Determine skills and dispositions needed to work in the teaching profession.

a. List dispositions of effective teachers.
b. Discuss the importance of being a lifelong learner.
c. Exhibit collaboration and team building among colleagues.

3. Identify, demonstrate, and evaluate communication skills in the field of education. NBS 1, NBS 2, NBS 3, NBS 4, P1, P2, P3, P4

a. Become familiar with and practice active-listening skills.

b. Explore and practice the various ways to communicate effectively:

· Verbal (Assertive, Passive, Aggressive)

· Nonverbal (Body Language)

· Written

Vocabulary Unit 2: Opportunities in the Teaching Field
Bell Ringer icev: Videos: Communication Styles (Nonverbal, Professional Communication, and Communication & Society)
Anticipatory
Set

What is a type of
nonverbal
communication?

*Body Language

TSW pull an
emotion or a
scenario card - tsw
act out and others
will guess emotion.

Define Proximity.

What’s the appropriate distance in
communicating with someone?

What is an “indoor voice” and why
do teachers tell students to use
their “indoor voice?”

EQ: What is the impact of
communication on society?

What is propaganda?

How does propaganda impact a
society?

EQ: What does it mean to
jump on the bandwagon?

What does it mean to “Keep
up with the Joneses?

How important is
verbal
communication?
(Skittle Activity)

Materials:
skittles
paper plates
blind folds
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TTW Show the
Non-verbal
Communication
slide.

TSW complete the
corresponding
Assessment in
ICEV.

Next, tsw complete
the Effective
NonVerbal
Communication
Activity. Introduce
the Proximity
Project and allow
students time to
work.

TTW assess
student’s
participation and
will record grades
from student’s
completion of the
ICEV assignment on
nonverbal
communication.

Procedures TTW introduce professional
communication.

TSW view the Professional
Communication segment and will
complete the corresponding
Assessment. Assign the Workplace
Communication Project and allow
students time to work.

TTW divide the class into groups of
three or four.
TSW create a short (15 to 30
second) skit of good workplace
communication and bad workplace
communication.
The teacher and the students will
discuss why each skit was an
example of good or bad workplace
communication.  Provide a method
of how the bad example could be
corrected.

*** Students can continue to work
on their proximity projects.

Show the Communication &
Society segment. Students
should complete the
corresponding Assessment.
Distribute the Glittering
Generalities Activity and allow
the remainder of the class for
groups to work.

Activity: Glittering Generalities

TSW work in small groups or
pairs, use the Internet to locate
an advertisement for a product
which utilizes glittering
generalities.

TSW show the advertisement to
the class and provide a short
explanation of what the
glittering generality is and why
you think it is being used.

As a class, discuss the
different examples found by all
groups and analyze why you
think glittering generalities are
used.

TTW discuss bandwagon and
how the technique is the
most commonly used.

Bill Board Design:
TSW Choose a product from
the lists attached to the
handout.
TSWCreate a billboard sign
for the chosen product and
will use the “Bandwagon”
technique to persuade
consumers to purchase the
product. TSW label the
following components:
• Information source
• Message being conveyed
• Audience or receiver

Students should use any
remaining class time to work
on their Proximity Projects.

After the skittles
activity, the
students will
present their
Proximity and
Billboard projects to
the class.

*Communication
Final Assessment
will be on Monday.

Closure/Assess
ment

Completion of the professional
communication assessment.

TTW observe students as they work
in groups on the professional
communication skits.

Completion of ICEV assessment.
(GRADE)

TTW observe students as they
work in groups participating in
the Glittering Generalities
project.

Completion of ICEV
assessment on
communication and society.

Completion of the
bandwagon project and
presentation.

Presentation Rubric

Homework Project Project Project TGIF- study
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Articles: https://educationtothecore.com/2018/10/habits-highly-ef

fective-teachers/

https://educationtothecore.com/2018/10/habits-highly-effective-teachers/
https://educationtothecore.com/2018/10/habits-highly-effective-teachers/

